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Fall Executive Committee Meeting 
October 25-26, 2013, Chicago 

 
Topic:   Debrief from Friday Joint ALA Meeting 
 
Background: In Fall 2012, the Executive Committee discussed ideas on how to 

better prepare selection and awards committee members for their 
work. While many of the resulting efforts from that conversation 
focused on helping committee members to see the larger picture of 
YALSA, including developing a better understanding of the mission, 
committee members do not directly receive training around literary 
analysis from YALSA. The Executive Committee may want to explore 
training and assessment options that connect to our new Badges for 
Learning initiative that will launch in Fall 2013.  

 
Action Required:  Discussion  
 
 
Overview: 
 
Throughout 2012-2013, YALSA has been developing a set of digital badges to recognize 
member learning accomplishments around our core competencies. This set of digital badges will 
be released in Fall 2013, and will hopefully drive learning around this topic. A similar scaffolded 
set of learning plans could be created around the topic of literary analysis to prep both current 
and interested awards and selection committee members as well as other interested members 
across the association. Plus, a scaffolded learning plan with digital badge accreditation could be 
developed to help inform future President Elects, Nominating Committee and Appointments 
Taskforce members as to the credentials of the volunteers for these committees. Developing such 
a system could also drive traffic to YALSA’s trainings and curricula. Note that this learning 
pathway would not only be open to potential committee members; it would also be available for 
anyone--including non-members--to learn more about literary analysis. 
 
Current Competency Badge Learning and Feedback Format 
 
Currently, the seven competency badges were developed with a focus on a strong community 
feedback model. For each badge, learners, after taking part in several activities, submit a set of 
artifacts that demonstrate skills or understanding of competency related content.  The artifacts 
are then available for review by the badge community who will give the learner a thumbs-up or 
thumbs-down along with feedback on what works or doesn’t work for each artifact. (Rubrics are 
available for each badge so that learners and community members can evaluate the work based 
on a set of specified criteria.)  Badge earners can revise work based on feedback until they 
receive the required number of thumbs-up to be awarded the badge. A similar feedback loop and 
community could be developed around digital badges for literary analysis. 
 
Questions To Explore: 
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What are the pros and cons of developing a badge system around literary analysis? 
What would a scaffolded learning plan around literary analysis look like for YALSA? 
Who could develop the curriculum? 
What would be the timeline for development, implementation and evaluation? 
How could we develop a community that would effectively evaluate artifacts submitted by badge 
earners? 
 
Draft Implementation Plan:  
 
1. Reach out to members with experience in literary analysis education to identify the learning 
goals and develop the curriculum and rubric for the new badges. This could be a one year 
taskforce who could also take the lead on implementation and evaluation, or YALSA could work 
with Teri Lesense, designer of a new literary analysis course for YALSA, to begin building the 
rubric. The learning experiences should be connected with YALSA literature resources, 
including trainings, online tools, The Hub, etc. 
2. User-testing would be key to the successful development of this project. Therefore, YALSA 
would want to closely consider which pool of volunteers would be selected for the pilot. For 
Year 1, one possible method of implementation could involve inviting a pool of past committee 
members (Printz, for example) into the badge community to engage with the learning 
curriculum, the feedback and the badge system. These members could then provide YALSA with 
feedback on the new tool and community. 
3. As the volunteers participate in the learning based on the curriculum, they would demonstrate 
their learning by creating artifacts based on the rubrics designed by the taskforce.  
4. Their learning could be monitored/mentored by the badge community. 
5. A new taskforce would evaluate the literary badges program with feedback from these past 
volunteers. 
6. Based on the evaluation, the project could move forward, with successful badge earners 
proceeding to the final pool to be selected for the ballot and the awards or selection committee. 
 
Possible Next Steps: 
 
1. Discuss with Selection and Awards Committee Chairs to find out the greatest learning needs 
of committee members. 
2. Work with Teri Lesense, designer of the literary analysis training to turn her curriculum into a 
badge infrastructure to award members who take her course. 
3. Refine this proposal and move the discussion to ALA Connect to discuss with the entire Board 
with a final vote in Midwinter.  
4. Once in place, create an evaluation taskforce to assess the project. 
 


